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Requirements Development by Don Firesmith

Generating Complete, Unambiguous,
and Verifiable Requirements from
Stories and Use Cases

SIMPLE STORIES ARE TYPICALLY used for

requirements engineering in the Agile communi-

ty. Use case modeling has also been a popular

requirements elicitation and analysis technique

for many years. However, stories and use cases

typically exhibit a great informality that violates

the traditional guidance in the requirements

engineering community—that requirements

should be complete, unambiguous, and verifi-

able. This is why many professional requirements

engineers and requirements analysts use these

techniques only as tools for informal require-

ments elicitation, analysis, and validation.

Instead during requirements analysis and speci-

fication, more experienced requirements ana-

lysts tend to develop and specify more formal tex-

tual requirements that are complete, unambigu-

ous, and verifiable. This article will show how to

transform incomplete and vague stories and use

cases into a proper set of complete, unambigu-

ous, and verifiable requirements.

The Challenge
Over the last five years, members of the Agile

community (e.g., users of minimal formality

development methods such as eXtreme

Programming) have strongly recommended the

production of simple stories as the primary form

for requirements during requirements engineer-

ing. Proponents claim many benefits for their use

including greatly improved productivity and cus-

tomer satisfaction. Unlike the more structured

and formal approaches that generate individual-

ly identified and specified textual requirements,

stories seem to be easier to learn and use.

Because they rely on people’s natural ability to

read and tell stories, they are often used by stake-

holders with no more training than the reading of

a short overview article on the subject in a popu-

lar journal. Coupled with close collaboration

with customers and other stakeholders, stories

are also claimed to better deal with rapidly

changing requirements. Similarly, use case mod-

eling has been a popular requirements elicitation

and analysis technique for even longer, especial-

ly in the object community. Use cases can pro-

vide significantly more structure than simple sto-

ries, although many developers of use cases seem

to document individual use case paths using little

more than a paragraph of narrative text. In prac-

tice, only a relatively small number of use case

writers seem to be careful about (1) including

preconditions and postconditions, (2) differenti-

ating requirements from ancillary information,

and (3) adequately specifying exceptional paths

instead of merely documenting the “sunny day

scenarios.”

Although stories, scenarios, and use cases do

have their uses and advantages, their informality

causes them to violate the common traditional

guidance from the requirements engineering

community that states that requirements should

be complete, unambiguous, and verifiable

[Firesmith 2003]. Stories and use cases are usual-

ly incomplete because they typically do not con-

tain all information required such as relevant pre-

conditions and postconditions. For example, an

ATM must be able to enable customers to with-

draw money from their bank accounts, but ATMs

must only do this under certain circumstances,

such as only if the customer has sufficient funds in

the account. Being written in unstructured text,

stories and use cases often contain a great

amount of ambiguity that makes it impossible to

verify them. In fact, it is often difficult to decide

just what parts of them are intended to be require-

ments. Stories and typical use cases are missing

important information and rely on the domain

knowledge of their readers. This incompleteness,

ambiguity, and lack of verifiability also meansD
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The goal of experienced requirements analysts
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that the readers of requirements “specified” as

stories and use cases must recognize the implicit

hidden assumptions and fill in the missing infor-

mation. Unfortunately, different readers will

interpret the “requirements” differently, based on

their own individual experiences and assumptions.

The resulting system is like a house built on shifting

sands; without a firm foundation of proper require-

ments, the architecture, design, implementation,

and testing of the resulting system suffers.

It has been well known for many years that

the costs and schedule “saved” by skimping on

requirements engineering can be lost many

times over during the rest of development and

operations [Boehm and Papaccio 1988]. Perhaps

worst of all, requirements deficiencies can also

cause critical safety hazards as systems become

more mission and safety critical. For example,

one study of 34 safety incidents showed that 44

percent of them were primarily due to inade-

quate requirements specifications [HSE 1995].

This is why many professional requirements

analysts use stories and use cases only as tools

for informal requirements elicitation, analysis,

and validation. In addition, the more experi-

enced requirements analysts tend to develop

and specify complete, unambiguous, and verifi-

able textual requirements during requirements

analysis and specification. Thus, a major chal-

lenge for requirements analysts is the task of

turning informal, ambiguous, incomplete, and

unverifiable stories, scenarios, and use cases

into complete, unambiguous, and verifiable

requirements. The next two sections of this arti-

cle will use the standard example of withdrawing

money from an ATM to illustrate the use of sto-

ries and use cases. Figure 1 is a swim lane dia-

gram illustrating the interactions of a simple

story. Figure 2 shows the more complete set of

use case interactions with branching for excep-

tional paths in addition to the primary path of

successfully withdrawing a specific amount of

money.

Simple Stories
ATM Example
We will use the requirements for an automated teller

machine (ATM) as our example in this article to clar-

ify the weaknesses of stories and use cases as ways to

specify requirements. The ATM has several advan-

tages as an example. It is large enough to illustrate

most aspects of requirements elicitation and analy-

sis without being too large and overwhelming. And

because ATMs are familiar to everyone, no special

domain knowledge is required. Restricting our-

selves to the most common user of the ATM (i.e., a

customer as opposed to the role of someone servic-

ing the ATM), there are typically 4 main ways of

using an ATM: withdrawing money, depositing

money, inquiring account balances, and transfer-

ring funds. For the purpose of this article, we will

restrict ourselves to the most common case of with-

drawing money from an account.

Simple Textual Story
A typical simple textual story for withdrawing funds

from the ATM might go something like this:

A customer walks up to an ATM and inserts his

bank card. The ATM responds by welcoming the cus-

tomer and requesting that he enters his PIN number.

After identifying and authenticating the customer

using information on the bank card, the ATM greets

the customer, displays several options, and asks the

customer what he would like to do. Once the customer

decides to withdraw funds, the ATM displays the cus-

tomer accounts and asks the customer which account

he would like to withdraw funds from. Once the cus-

tomer selects the account, the ATM asks how much

money he would like to withdraw from the account.

The customer chooses $60. The ATM forwards the

request to the bank, which approves the withdrawal.

The ATM dispenses the withdrawn amount, prints out

a receipt, and asks the customer if he would like

another transaction. The customer declines and the

ATM displays a greeting for the next customer. 

The preceding example story has several poten-

tial problems from a requirements standpoint:

Experienced requirements analysts tend to develop and
specify complete, unambiguous, and verifiable textual
requirements
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• First of all, it assumes a traditional ATM archi-
tecture, which uses bank cards to identify cus-
tomers and the entry of PIN numbers to
authenticate the customer’s identity. This
architecture constraint mandates the least
secure (worst) approach to access control and
precludes the current or future use of much
more secure and convenient security controls
such as the use of biometrics (e.g., thumb print
reader). There is also ambiguity if a bank card is
used. For example, the ATM can either not hold
the bank card (e.g., the user merely swipes the
card) or can temporarily hold the bank card
and then return it upon completion of transac-
tions.

• The story ignores preconditions implement-
ing bank rules such as the need for sufficient

funds, the absence of a hold on the account,
and having not already exceeded the daily
maximum withdrawal amount. It also
assumes that the ATM can communicate with
the bank, that the bank’s computer is not
down, that the ATM stores sufficient funds,
and that the receipt printer has paper.

• The story does not state what interactions are
trigger events (i.e., what the customer and
bank computer do) and what interactions are
requirements (i.e., how the ATM must
respond to these triggers). Requirements are
not explicitly stated as such (e.g., using the
word “shall”). Requirements are also not
explicitly identified with a project unique
identifier (PUID).

Figure 1: A swim lane diagram of the simple story. Notice that branching conditions are ignored, both in the story and in the diagram.

Customer ATM Bank

walks to ATM

inserts bank card

enters PIN

selects withdraw
funds

selects account

chooses $60

answers no

displays welcome
and requests PIN

identifies and
authenticates

customer

greets customer,
displays options,

and asks
customer choice

asks for account

asks for amount

forwards request

dispenses $60

prints receipt

asks if another
transaction

displays greeting
for next customer

approves
withdrawl
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Figure 1 tells the same story for withdrawing

funds from the ATM, but graphically.

Use Case Modeling
A use case is a general way of using a system to

achieve a goal (i.e., something of benefit to an actor).

Although a use case is typically represented as a

named oval on a use case diagram, a use case is

actually typically specified as a collection of normal

and exceptional paths (a.k.a., courses) through the

use case. Additional important information such as

preconditions and postconditions can and should

also be specified. If you think of a use case as a very

large procedure, then use case paths can be thought

of as execution paths through the use case. Use case

paths can be either normal (i.e., successful in that

the goal is achieved) or exceptional (i.e., the use case

fails). Use case paths also define associated equiva-

lence classes of test scenarios (i.e., each usage sce-

nario in the equivalence class flows down the same

execution path through the use case). There are typ-

ically many more “rainy day” paths than “sunny

day” paths through a use case. This is because there

are typically many more ways for things to go wrong

than to go right. A use case path can be specified in

multiple ways. In addition to using paragraphs of

narrative text (i.e., stories), two better and more

popular approaches are to use swim lane diagrams

and structured lists of interactions between actors

and the system being specified.

Use Case Path as a Swim Lane Description
A common way to document a use case path is to

use a sequence diagram or an equivalent swim lane

diagram; see Figure 2. Each swim lane documents

the actions performed by either the system or one

of its actors.

A swim lane specification of a use case path has

several advantages over the example story from a

requirements standpoint:

• Its structure better differentiates the differing
responsibilities for the customer, the ATM, and
the bank.

• It is succinct, avoiding both implementation
constraints and superfluous test data.

• It begins to handle branching and looping,
although real use cases are often too complex to
show more than a single path.

However, the example swim lane specification of

a use case path still has several potential problems

from a requirements standpoint:

• The use case path specification still ignores
preconditions implementing bank rules such

Figure 2: Revised activity view for the withdraw-specific-amount normal path through the
withdraw funds use case.
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as the need for sufficient funds, the absence of a
hold on the account, and having not already
exceeded the daily maximum withdrawal
amount. It also assumes that the ATM can com-
municate with the bank, that the bank’s com-
puter is not down, that the ATM has sufficient
funds, and that the receipt printer has paper.
Even if the author of the use case path had
included use case level preconditions, these

preconditions would not apply to exceptional
paths, which violate the use case preconditions
and have their own exceptional preconditions.

• The use case path specification still fails to
explicitly state what interactions are trigger
events (i.e., what the customer and bank com-
puter do) and what interactions are require-
ments (i.e., how the ATM must respond to these
triggers).

• The interactions are very brief, making them
potentially cryptic and very ambiguous to
those unfamiliar with the application
domain. Because the reader is almost cer-
tainly familiar with ATMs and their associat-
ed rules, the reader can fill in this missing
information. Unfortunately, this does not
work when building systems in less familiar
application domains.  Neither does it ensure
that different readers will make the same
assumptions.

Building Textual Requirements
Now we will take the preceding story and path

through a use case and turn them into more prop-

erly specified functional requirements. This will be

done by:

• Adding missing information (preconditions
and postconditions).

• Removing superfluous information (e.g., how
the customer gets to the ATM).

• Removing user interface design decisions that
would be unnecessary constraints on the archi-
tecture and design (especially security con-
straints that are properly the responsibility of
the security and architecture teams rather than
the requirements team).

• Being more rigorous about how the require-
ments are specified (e.g., using structured
English and requirements templates).

Although performance requirements and a cer-

tain level of data requirements can be incorporated

into functional requirements, other quality require-

ments (e.g., availability, interoperability, reliability,

and security) are typically better specified in other

sections of the requirements specification explicitly

dedicated to quality requirements. Because such

quality requirements are critical to the architecture

of the system and the system’s acceptability by

stakeholders, quality requirements effort should

not be relegated to separate “supplementary speci-

fications” because this can lead to inadequate effort

invested into the specification and usage of non-

functional requirements.

Textual Requirements
The following are textual requirements derived

from the successfully-withdraw-a-specific-amount

path from the withdraw funds use case:

• Security requirement—The ATM shall identify
and authenticate the identity of customers
before authorizing them to request a transac-
tion (e.g., withdraw funds, deposit funds, query
account balances, transfer funds), whereby the
techniques used (e.g., bank card and password,
biometrics) shall have a false positive rate of no
more than 0.001%, a false negative rate of no
more than 0.005%, have a response time of no
more than 0.5 seconds, and be effective for a
minimum of 3 years against attack by well-
trained and equipped cybercriminals.

• Within 0.5 seconds of the identity of the cus-
tomer being authenticated, the ATM shall
request transaction information (transaction
type, transaction amount, and accounts) from
the customer, and transition to the waiting-for-
transaction-request-information state.

• If the customer enters the transaction informa-
tion without violating the timeout period when
the ATM is in the waiting-for-transaction-
request-information state and the request is not
for an amount of money than the ATM cannot
dispense, then within 0.5 sections the ATM
shall create a customer request transaction
message, store it,  send it to the bank computer,
and transition to the waiting-for-bank-authori-
zation state.

• The ATM shall ensure the confidentiality,
integrity, and nonrepudiability of all transac-
tion requests sent to the bank, whereby the
techniques used (e.g., encryption, hash code,
and digital signature) shall have a response
time of no more than 0.5 seconds and be
effective for a minimum of 1 year against
attack by well-trained and equipped cyber-
criminals.

• If the ATM receives an authorization message
from the bank within the timeout period when
the ATM is in the waiting-for-bank-authorization

A use case is a general way of using a system
to achieve a goal
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state, then within 0.5 seconds the ATM shall
decrypt the message, verify its integrity and
source, and transition to the verifying-bank-
message state.

• If the ATM verifies the integrity and source of the
bank message when in the verifying-bank-mes-
sage state and a request for a withdrawal for the
customer’s desired amount of money was
authorized, then the ATM shall dispense the
authorized amount of money, print and dis-
pense the receipt, ask the customer if another
transaction is desired, and transition to the wait-
ing-for-transaction-request-information state.

• If the customer indicates within the timeout
period that no further transactions are required
when the ATM is in the waiting-for-transaction-
request-information state, then the ATM shall
display the initial greeting and transition to the
waiting-for-customer state.

• Security requirement—If a physical device or
token (e.g., bank card) is used to identify and
authenticate the customer, then the ATM shall
not keep the customer’s device or token unless
required by bank rules (e.g., stolen card,
account closed, card not taken back by cus-
tomer within timeout period).

Although the preceding textual requirements

clearly will require more work to produce than the

simple “requirements” of stories and use case path

specifications, the extra work should be quickly

recovered based on the resulting time and effort

saved during downstream activities such as archi-

tecting, design, implementation, integration, and

test. Because the textual requirements are still in the

natural language of the customer and stakeholders,

they will still be easy for them to read, understand,

and review. Any remaining difficulty in readability is

due to the necessary increase in complexity

required to deal with the actual complexity of the

application domain, and this problem of readability

can be mitigated by breaking the sentence into its for

component parts. Also, it is better to understand that

unavoidable complexity of complete requirements

during requirements engineering rather than later

in the project when the resulting errors are much

more difficult and expensive to correct.  Finally, if it

is necessary, traditional means such as formal spec-

ification languages can be used to generate formally

specified requirements once the preceding semifor-

mal requirements have been produced.

Conclusion
Although very valuable as requirements elicitation,

analysis, and initial validation tools, stories and use

case path specifications are typically inadequate for

specifying functional requirements because they are

incomplete, ambiguous, and therefore unverifiable.

For example, they usually do not address precondi-

tions and postconditions, which have a huge influ-

ence on the meaning of the requirements. Similarly,

they do not tend to state the triggering events that

cause them to be true. They also do not typically

clarify the distinctions between requirements (i.e.,

what the system must do and what postconditions it

must ensure) and ancillary information (e.g., trig-

gering events produced by actors and preconditions

that may or may not be ensured). Finally, stories and

use cases tend to not specify quality requirements

such as security requirements, and if they do, they

tend to unnecessarily specify security constraints

(i.e., explicit techniques specifying “how”) instead of

actual security requirements specifying what and

how well. This column has provided examples and

guidance on how to transform stories and use case

path specifications into complete, unambiguous,

and verifiable textual requirements.
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Writing Good Requirements

ALL TOO OFTEN, software requirements are badly

written and hard to follow. Clarifying your specifi-

cations will benefit everyone involved.

It looks like your project is off to a good start.

Your team had customers involved in the require-

ments elicitation stage and you actually wrote a

software requirements specification. The specifica-

tion was big, but the customers signed off on it, so it

must have been okay.

Now you’re designing one of the features and

you’ve found some problems with the require-

ments: You can interpret requirement 15 a couple

different ways. Requirement 9 states precisely the

opposite of requirement 21; which should you

believe? Requirement 24 is so vague that you don’t

have a clue what it means. You just had an hour-

long discussion with two other developers about

requirement 30 because all three of you thought it

meant something different. And the only customer

who can clarify these points won’t return your calls.

You’re forced to guess what many of the require-

ments mean, and you can count on doing a lot of

rework if you guess wrong.

Many software requirements specifications

(SRS) are filled with badly written requirements.

Because the quality of any product depends on the

quality of its raw materials, poor requirements can-

not lead to excellent software. Sadly, few software

developers have been educated about how to elicit,

analyze, document, and verify requirement quality.

There aren’t many examples of good requirements

to learn from, partly because few projects have good

ones to share, and partly because few companies

are willing to place their product specifications in

the public domain.

In this article, I describe several characteristics

of high-quality software requirement statements

and specifications. I will examine some less-than-

perfect requirements from these perspectives and

take a stab at rewriting them. I’ve also included

some general tips on how to write good require-

ments. Evaluate your project’s requirements against

these quality criteria. It may be too late to revise

them, but you might learn how to help your team

write better requirements next time.

Don’t expect to create a SRS in which every

requirement exhibits every desired characteristic.

No matter how much you scrub, analyze, review,

and refine requirements, they will never be perfect.

However, if you keep these characteristics in mind,

you will produce better requirements documents

and you will build better products.

Characteristics of Quality
Requirement Statements
How can you distinguish good software require-

ments from problematic ones? Individual require-

ment statements should exhibit six characteristics. A

formal inspection of the SRS by project stakeholders

with different perspectives is one way to determine

whether or not each requirement has these desired

attributes. Another powerful quality technique is

writing test cases against the requirements before

you cut a single line of code. Test cases crystallize

your vision of the product’s behavior as specified in

the requirements and can reveal omissions and

ambiguities.

Characteristic #1: They must be correct. Each

requirement must accurately describe the function-

ality to be delivered. The reference for correctness is

the source of the requirement, such as an actual

customer or a higher level system requirements

specification. A software requirement that conflicts

with a corresponding system requirement is not

correct (of course, the system specification could be

incorrect, too).

Only users can determine whether the user

requirements are correct, which is why it’s essen-

tial to include actual users, or surrogate users, in

requirements inspections. Requirements inspec-

tions that do not involve users can lead to develop-

ers saying, “That doesn’t make sense. This is prob-

ably what they meant.” This is also known as

“guessing.”

Characteristic #2: They must be feasible. You

must be able to implement each requirement

within the known capabilities and limitations of

the system and its environment. To avoid infeasi-

ble requirements, have a developer work with the

requirements analysts or marketing personnel

throughout the elicitation process. This develop-

er can provide a reality check on what can andK
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cannot be done technically, and what can be done

only at excessive cost or with other trade-offs.

Characteristic #3: They must be necessary for the

project. Each requirement should document some-

thing the customers need or something you need to

conform to an external requirement, an external

interface, or a standard. You can think of “necessary”

as meaning each requirement originated from a

source you know has the authority to specify require-

ments. Trace each requirement back to its origin,

such as a use case, system requirement, regulation, or

some other voice-of-the-customer input. If you can-

not identify the origin, perhaps the requirement is an

example of gold-plating and isn’t really necessary.

Characteristic #4: They must be prioritized. Assign

an implementation priority to each requirement,

feature, or use case to indicate how essential it is to

a particular product release. Customers or their sur-

rogates have the lion’s share of the responsibility for

establishing priorities. If all the unprioritized

requirements are equally important, so is the proj-

ect manager’s ability to react to new requirements

added during development, budget cuts, schedule

overruns, or a team member’s departure. You can

determine priority by considering the require-

ment’s value to the customer, the relative imple-

mentation cost, and the relative technical risk of

implementing it.

Many groups use three levels of priority. High

priority means you must incorporate the require-

ment in the next product release. Medium priority

means the requirement is necessary but you can

defer it to a later release if necessary. Low priority

means it would be nice to have, but you might have

to drop it because of insufficient time or resources.

Characteristic #5: They must be unambiguous. The

reader of a requirement statement should draw only

one interpretation of it. Also, multiple readers of a

requirement should arrive at the same interpreta-

tion. Natural language is highly prone to ambiguity.

Avoid subjective terms like user-friendly, easy, simple,

rapid, efficient, several, state-of-the-art, improved,

maximize, and minimize. Write each requirement in

succinct, simple, straightforward language of the user

domain, not in technical jargon. You can reveal ambi-

guity through formal requirements specifications

inspections, writing test cases from requirements, and

creating user scenarios that illustrate the expected

behavior of a specific portion of the product.

Characteristic #6: They must be verifiable. See

whether you can devise tests or use other verifica-

tion approaches, such as inspection or demonstra-

tion, to verify that the product properly implements

each requirement. If you can’t verify a requirement,

determining whether or not it was correctly imple-

mented is a matter of opinion. Requirements that

aren’t consistent, feasible, or unambiguous are also

not verifiable. Any requirement that the product

shall “support” something isn’t verifiable.

Characteristics of Quality
Requirements Specifications
A complete SRS is more than a long list of function-

al requirements. It also includes external interface

descriptions and nonfunctional requirements, such

as quality attributes and performance expectations.

Look for the following characteristics of a high-

quality SRS.

Characteristic #1: It is complete. The SRS

shouldn’t be missing any requirements or neces-

sary information. Individual requirements

should also be complete. It is hard to spot miss-

ing requirements, because they aren’t there.

Organize your SRS’s requirements hierarchically

to help reviewers understand the structure of the

described functionality. This makes it easier to

tell if something is missing.

If you focus on user tasks rather than on system

functions when gathering requirements, you’re less

likely to overlook requirements or include require-

ments that aren’t really necessary. The use-case

method works well for this purpose. Graphical

analysis models that represent different views of the

requirements will also reveal incompleteness.

If you know you are lacking certain information,

use “TBD” (to be determined) as a standard flag to

highlight these gaps. Resolve all TBDs before you

construct the product.

Characteristic #2: It is consistent. Consistent

requirements do not conflict with other software

How can you distinguish good software
requirements from problematic ones?
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requirements or with higher level (system or

business) requirements. You must resolve dis-

agreements before you can proceed with devel-

opment. You may not know which (if any) is cor-

rect until you do some research. Be careful when

modifying the requirements; inconsistencies can

slip in undetected if you review only the specific

change and not related requirements.

Characteristic #3: It is modifiable. You must be

able to revise the SRS when necessary and maintain

a history of changes made to each requirement. You

must give each requirement a unique label and

express it separately from other requirements, so

you can refer to it clearly. You can make an SRS

more modifiable by grouping related requirements,

and by creating a table of contents, index, and

cross-reference listing.

Characteristic #4: It is traceable. You should be

able to link each software requirement to its

source, which could be a higher level system

requirement, a use case, or a voice-of-the-cus-

tomer statement. Also, link each software

requirement to the design elements, source

code, and test cases that implement and verify it.

Traceable requirements are uniquely labeled

and written in a structured, fine-grained way.

Bullet lists are not traceable.

The difficulty developers will have understand-

ing poorly written requirements is a strong argu-

ment for having both developers and customers

review requirements documents before they are

approved. Detailed inspection of large require-

ments documents is not fun, but it’s worth every

minute you spend. It’s much cheaper to fix the

defects at that stage than later in the development

process or when the customer calls.

If you observe the guidelines for writing

quality requirements (see the sidebar entitled

“Guidelines for Writing Quality Requirements”)

and if you review the requirements formally and

informally, early and often, your requirements

will provide a better foundation for product

construction, system testing, and ultimate cus-

tomer satisfaction. And remember that without

high-quality requirements, software is like a box

of chocolates: You never know what you’re

going to get. ❑

Guidelines for Writing Quality Requirements

There is no simple formula for writing excellent requirements. It is largely a matter of experience and learning from past
requirements problems. Here are a few guidelines to keep in mind as you document software requirements.

• Keep sentences and paragraphs short. Use the active voice. Use proper grammar, spelling, and punctuation. Use terms
consistently and define them in a glossary.

• To see if a requirement statement is sufficiently well-defined, read it from the developer's perspective. Mentally add the
phrase, “call me when you're done” to the end of the requirement and see if that makes you nervous. In other words, would
you need additional clarification from the SRS author to understand the requirement well enough to design and imple-
ment it? If so, elaborate on that requirement before you proceed.

• Requirement authors often struggle to find the right level of granularity. Avoid long narrative paragraphs that contain
multiple requirements. Write individually testable requirements. If you can think of a small number of related tests to ver-
ify a requirement's implementation, it's probably written at the right level of detail. If you envision many different kinds
of tests, perhaps several requirements have been lumped together and should be separated.

• Watch out for multiple requirements that have been aggregated into a single statement. Conjunctions like “and” and “or”
in a requirement suggest that several requirements have been combined. Never use “and/or” or “etc.” in a requirement
statement.

• Write requirements at a consistent level of detail throughout the document. I have seen requirements specifications that
varied widely in their scope. For example, “A valid color code shall be R for red” and “A valid color code shall be G for
green” might be split into separate requirements, while “The product shall respond to editing directives entered by voice”
describes an entire subsystem, not a single functional requirement.

• Avoid stating requirements redundantly in the SRS. While including the same requirement in multiple places may make
the document easier to read, it also makes it more difficult to maintain. You must update multiple instances of the require-
ment at the same time to avoid inconsistency.

—K.W.
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Use Case-Based Requirements: Part 2

USE CASE MODELING has been one of the more

effective means of capturing functional require-

ments. In this two-part article, I examine the issues

involved in managing use case-based requirements.

In the previous installment, I examined some of the

challenges that use case requirements pose, and

then showed how you model the use case process.

In this installment, I examine how to organize the

model and prioritize use cases in the process.

Eliciting Use Cases
At times, we all get bogged down in details, especially

when we’re overwhelmed by big problems and not

sure how to proceed. This is especially problematic if

it occurs too early in a project since it can result in a

large percentage of requirements that are volatile and

likely to change later on. Consequently, it is impor-

tant that you concentrate on eliciting use cases.

There are several strategies for eliciting use

cases, including:

• Scenario driven (or actor/responsibility)
• Unstructured aggregation
• Mission decomposition

In the scenario-driven or actor/responsibility

approach to eliciting use cases, you examine the

actors, along with the responsibilities and goals

they have. Here are some questions you can ask

(when interviewing customers, for example) to

identify use cases:

• What measurable value is needed by the actor?
• What business event might this actor initiate

(based on their role)?
• What services does the actor need from the

system?
• What services does the actor provide?
• What information does the actor need from the

system?
• What are the activities that are recurring and

triggered by time?

It is important to recall that use cases should

deal with user goals instead of tasks. A goal is an

end condition, whereas a task is an intermediate

process performed to achieve the goal. For exam-

ple, a CRM system may have a use case-like handle,

a customer call (goal), but not a use case-like

update customer address (task), (This is one key

difference between use cases and user storied.)  

The unstructured aggregation approach to elic-

iting use cases is based on examining RFPs or RFP-

like documents (traditionally consisting of “shall”

statements). Any active verb requirement can be

considered as a candidate use case. One benefit of

this approach is that it helps incorporate nonfunc-

tional requirements into specific use cases. 

Mission decomposition is somewhat similar to

functional decomposition. It begins with a mis-

sion goal, which is decomposed by asking what

needs to be done to reach that goal (product, serv-

ices, and the like). Decomposition continues until

a leaf can be considered as the output specifica-

tion for a use case. The use case is elaborated by

identifying the actors, events, business rules, and

so on, that apply to that mission component. A

benefit of this approach is it encourages you to

focus on the main functionality (mission) of the

system, not on “nice-to-have” functionality.

It is important to remember that, as mentioned

in Part 1, all use case-related work is carried out in

teams, preferably with active participation by the

customer.

Basic Documentation
When a use case is identified, don’t try to elaborate

on it immediately. Instead, try to document the use

case scope and boundary (to help identify conflicts

with other identified use cases), name, and actors

involved. A formal way to document the use case

boundary is to document its preconditions, success

guarantee, and trigger:

• Preconditions describe what must happen
before the use case begins. For instance, the
state and/or status that the system will have
before letting the use case start.

• Success guarantee describes the state of the
system after a successful run of the use case.
Describe the interests of the stakeholders that
are satisfied after a successful conclusion of
the use case.

• Trigger describes the event that gets the use
case started. It is usually performed by the pri-
mary actor.

You can sometimes benefit from diagramming

the known use cases using UML’s “use case dia-

grams” (as a way to see the big picture). 

Capturing functional requirements
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Organize the Model
Organizing the model contributes to the managea-

bility of the model. Readers (and writers) need an

easy way to navigate and understand the model.

Organizing the model can help determine the

requirements applicable to the different aspects of

the development and help identify inconsistencies

or overlaps.

The model can be organized by level of detail as

well as by different categories and category sets:

importance or priority, status (draft, approved, vali-

dated, and the like), scope (global, local, specific

component), stakeholder, and so on. One impor-

tant category set is the subject—the categories used

for this category set are from the problem domain.

When the model has a lot of use cases, it is also pos-

sible to build the subject category as a hierarchy (to

allow easier navigation). 

When the use case model is large, you can create

views of the model from the point of view of the dif-

ferent stakeholders; for example, an architectural

view of the use that describes the architecturally

significant use cases. You can make views by sub-

system, per development team, and the like.

Prioritize Use Cases
Handling all the use cases in a single pass is both

counter-productive (overwhelming) and wasteful

(requirements change). Prioritizing both use case

candidates and the elaboration of use cases is key in

the division of the modeling effort to the different

iterations. 

The primary factor to prioritize use cases by is

risk. Three classes of risks are relevant for use case

prioritization:

• Business risks should be mitigated in the initial
phase. The main concerns are: Are we building
the right product? Is it feasible? What’s its cost?
and so on. The list of critical (concept level) use
cases should be formalized from the use cases
identified at this level. Remember to involve
users to help identify business risks.

• Architectural/technical risks are the next level
of concern. Try to lower the risks by developing
proof of concepts that tackle these risks. Work
with architects, designers and developers to
identify these risks.

• Logistical risks are the third level of concern.
Identify use cases whose late completion may
delay the development team progress.

Use cases priority should be constantly moni-

tored to reprioritize as the development progresses

and new requirements are introduced or discovered.

Elaborating Use Cases
All the requirements teams should use a standard

template for describing the use cases. The use of

templates has several advantages, including making

it easier for the team to know what information is

expected in each use case description. Templates

also make the writing effort more precise and allow

easier understanding of the use cases by readers

(predictability). A template is especially important if

the customer requires a formal use case document.

When using a template, it should probably con-

tain at least the following basic fields:

• Main success scenario. The interactions
between the system and the actors to accom-
plish the goal of the use case. This is the “sunny
day scenario,” where no errors occur and the
most common actions are performed.

• Variations. Less common interaction paths (rel-
ative to the main success scenario).

• Exceptions. The interactions with the system
when errors occur.

• Assumptions. Any assumption made (can be
complementary for preconditions as things
that the system cannot guarantee).

Additional useful fields include:

• Status. The current state of the use case (first
draft, validated, filled, finished, and so on).

• Priority. The development priority of the use
case. 

• Issues. Any open issues in regard to the use case
(this should be empty when the use case is
declared finished).

• Nonbehavioral requirements. Any nonfunc-
tional requirements that are related to the use
case (performance, security, safety, and the
like).

• Extension points. Steps in the use case where
the extending use cases diverge (more on
“extend” relation later).

Try to make sure that the use case text focuses

on the goal (which originated the use case in the

first place). Also make sure the use cases don’t

cover too much. When a use case gets too large, it

increases complexity and obscures the purpose of

the use case and the stakeholders’ needs. 

Keep the use case technology neutral.

Technology is volatile and hinders communication

with customers who are usually not technical peo-

ple. Technological details increase the risk of

rework to update the use case.

Sometimes, when the sequence of events within

the use case is complex and difficult to follow, it is

beneficial to diagram specific use case scenarios.
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You can do that using either activity or the UML 2.0

sequence diagram.

In regards to iterative development, note that in

addition to assigning complete use cases to differ-

ent iterations is also possible to divide to several

iterations the use case scenarios/exceptions from

any single use case.

I usually try to implement the MSS of a single

use case in the first iteration to verify in an end-to-

end scenario how the different architectural com-

ponents work together. As a general rule, develop-

ment teams can take higher level use cases and

break them using less formal techniques such as

user stories during the iterations, instead of formal-

ly describing endless levels of use cases. 

Refactor the Model
Refactoring is a change made to the internal struc-

ture of a component to make it easier to understand

and cheaper to modify—without changing the

Table 1: Defects that can occur while modeling use cases.

UC Element Actors Use cases Flow of events Variations Relation between  Trigger, pre- and 
use cases post-conditions

Problem type

Omissions Human users or Required Input or output Variations Common Trigger,
external entities functionality for use cases is that may functionality is pre- or post-
that will is not described not described. occur when not separated out in conditions have been
interactwith the in use cases. Events that are attempting included use cases omitted
system are not Actors have necessary for to achieve
identified goals that do  understanding the goal of a

not have the use cases use case are
corresponding  are missing not specified
use cases

Incorrect facts Incorrect Incorrect Incorrect Incorrect Not applicable Incorrect 
description of description description of description of assumptions or
actors or wrong of a use case one or several a variation results have led
connection events to incorrect
between actor pre- or post-
and use case conditions

Inconsistencies Description of Description is Events that Variations Inconsistencies Pre- or post- 
actor is inconsistent are inconsistent which are between diagram conditions are 
inconsistent with with reaching with reaching inconsistent and descriptions, inconsistent with 
its behavior in the goal of the the goal of the with the goal inconsistent goal or flow of 
use cases use case use case they of the use case terminology, events 

are part of inconsistencies between 
use cases, or different 
level of granularity 

Ambiguities Too broadly Name of use Ambiguous Ambiguous Not applicable Ambiguous
defined actors case does not description of description of description of
or ambiguous reflect the goal events, perhaps what leads to trigger, pre- or
description of of the use case because of a particular post-condition
actor too little detail variation 

Extraneous Actors that Use cases Superfluous Variations Not applicable Superfluous trigger,
information do not derive with steps or too that are pre-or post-

value from/ functionality much detail outside the conditions
provide value to outside the in steps scope of the
the system scope of the system

system or use 
cases that 
duplicate 
functionality 

Consequences Expected Expected Too many Wrong Misunderstandings Difficult to test
functionality functionality or wrong delimitation between different the system and bad
is unavailable is unavailable constraints of functionality stake-holders, navigability for
for some users on the design inefficient design users between
or interface to or the goal is and code different use cases
other systems not reached
are missing for the actor
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observable behavior of that component. Originally

defined for coding, the principle is also applicable

to use cases. 

Use case refactorings include: identifying com-

mon behavior, modeling use case relations, extract-

ing extensions, and alternate scenarios to separate

use cases, cleaning up the model, and so on. A few

examples include:

• Add sub-use cases. Applying the “Don’t Repeat
Yourself” principle drives one to refactoring—
externalize common behavior into another use
case. The new use case can either be child of
the old use cases or their parent (include rela-
tion is used to diagram their relation). 

• Moving use case elements. Either merging relat-
ed tiny use case fragments into a single use or
creating a separate use case from large elements
(a complex alternate scenario, for example).

• Deleting use case elements. Delete trivial use
cases or scenarios. Delete use cases that are no
longer relevant (if/when requirements change)
and so on.  

• Change use case elements—including chang-
ing use case names, updating actor lists, refin-
ing preconditions, and the like. 

Verify and Validate 
Use cases should be both verified (“Are we building

the product right?”) and validated (“Are we building

the right product?”). 

Table 1 (borrowed from Bente Anda et al.’s

“Towards an Inspection Technique for Use Case

Models,” www.simula.no/departments/engineer-

ing/publications/SE.5.Anda.2002.b) sums up the

different defects that can occur while modeling use

cases. There are basically four approaches to verify-

ing and validating a model, not to mention a mixing

and matching of several of them.

• Inspections. Check the use cases versus prede-
fined criteria to verify their adherence to stan-
dards and specifications.

• Reviews.
• Walkthroughs. A form of review where a use

case or a business scenario (for instance, inter-
action of several use cases) is actively present-
ed, and possibly role-played in-order to exam-
ine the flow of events. 

• Prototyping. Create a rapid prototype (screen
mockups) to demonstrate to the use case
behavior. The advantage of this approach is
the visibility of the understanding captured by
the use case. 

Knowing When To Stop
It is important to devise quitting or stopping criteria

for the modeling effort—especially considering that

use cases can always be decomposed to smaller

and smaller fractions and tasks almost ad infinitum.

Deciding when to stop is a delicate balance of the

risk of incomplete requirements versus the risk of

delaying the project (or increasing its running costs

needlessly).

The following questions can be used to base the

stopping criteria:

• Have all the actors and goals been covered?
• Has the customer acknowledged that the

model is complete and that the use cases are
readable and correct?

• Can the designers implement the use case?
• In case of a system of systems: Have the

requirements for each subsystem been identi-
fied within each use case?

A similar decision occurs at the iteration level

when the development team decides (along with

the product owner/requirements manager) which

use cases will be handles by the team during the

iteration.

Conclusion
Use case modeling is a powerful technique for cap-

turing system requirements; however, like any

other technique, there are several challenges in

applying and scaling a theoretically promising con-

cept to real-life projects.

The activities I’ve described in this two-part

article help you meet some of these challenges.

These activities are based both on industry best

practices and on hard-earned experience gained

from participating in several large projects in the

defense, telecom, and business intelligence

industries.

That said, the activities I describe do not absolve

you from doing things such as:

• Requirements management. Managing the
changes in requirements, guarding against
unmanaged feature creep, traceability to the
RFP (if it exists), and the like.

• Configuration management. Related to
requirements management in regards to ver-
sioning of the use cases, this activity is also
important in regulating and coordinating the
teamwork of developing the model. 

• Project management. Setting the priorities
right, dividing the iterations correctly, manag-
ing the availability of suitable personnel for the
job, and the like.

• Maintaining the team’s focus and drive. Related
to project management, this means managing
the use case development team and not letting
them get lost in the details. ❑
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Software Requirements in 2006: 
A Fresh Perspective

WE NEED A FRESH PERSPECTIVE in thinking

about developing requirements for software.

Historically, we have been driven from the software

development side of the house: As our understand-

ing of the software development process has

evolved, our notions of requirements definition

have followed suit. But does this make sense?

Our conclusion is that to really make progress

we need to address requirements development and

validation as a problem that is independent, but

linked, to that of software development. 

The General Trend
We can very briefly summarize the history of soft-

ware development by looking at four phases over

the past 50 years. This is a crude approximation, but

a helpful one in getting the picture from 30,000 feet.

The four phases are:

1. Anarchy (pre-1960s): Characterized by a lack of
“requirements.”

2. Waterfall (1960s–1980s): Rigid functional specs,
“frozen” requirements.

3. Iterative (1990s–current): Dealt with ambigu-
ous early requirements.

4. Agile (2000–current): Attempts to react to con-
stantly changing requirements.

At each stage, the software development

organization dictated the manner in which it

would deal with incoming requirements. This

seems backwards today, as though the cart were

driving the horse, but it somewhat accurately

reflects what happened. So let’s more carefully

examine each of the four phases for clues about

how we got to where we are today, and what we

might do about it.

Anarchy
In the earliest days of producing software, require-

ments definition was not much of a problem,

because the software was written by the same peo-

ple who would ultimately use it. Much like hobbyist

machinists, they kept the “specs” in their heads as

they wrote. But when people began to have other

people write software for them, the first instances of

ambiguity and miscommunication arose. Unlike

clear engineering drawings for machinists, with

well-established conventions and tolerances, soft-

ware specification was a new art, and like all new

arts it suffered from many false starts and well-

intentioned but misguided ideas.

Waterfall
In the 1960s and ’70s, people became concerned

with developing large systems, and much of that

concern was centered in the aerospace and

Department of Defense communities. The method

of developing software in that context was derived

from a more general project management para-

digm, which was, basically, “plan the work, then

work the plan.” Because this approach had a good

record of success, it was natural to adopt and adapt

it to software development. It became known as the

“Waterfall Method.” Later, this general method

trickled down into the world of commercial soft-

ware development.

Waterfall called for a series of sequentially

executed steps. The first step was to document

the requirements. Once requirements were

“frozen,” there followed design, coding, unit test-

ing, integration, system testing, and deployment.

While this approach had its advantages over

anarchy and chaos, it suffered from two main

problems that would rear their ugly heads over

and over again:

1. Requirements were usually poorly understood
at the beginning of every project. Despite
intense effort to nail down precise require-
ments, teams learned that they only under-
stood what was really required once they got
part way into the project. But by then the
“frozen” requirements documents served only
as a straightjacket. It could be said that regard-
less of the attempts to achieve precision in
requirements, most were woefully inaccurate.

2. Because integration occurred late in the devel-
opment cycle, big bad surprises most oftenJ
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Problems with software requirements account for about $30B a year in 

losses for American companies
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occurred late in the project, by which time most
of the time and money had been expended.
The lack of early visibility into partially com-
plete segments or even minimally functioning
subsystems proved to be a fatal flaw in the
methodology.

Notice that the edict to “freeze requirements”

came as much from software developers as it did

from project managers. The software developers

made the claim that they couldn’t develop against a

“moving target.” The net result was that even in the

rare cases that requirements were well understood,

systems were delivered that “met spec” but were

failures, because during the time it took to develop

them, the business or technical context changed

enough to render them moot.

Iterative
In the 1980s and ’90s, people began to understand

that the rigidity of the Waterfall Method was going

to doom its usefulness. They also saw another prob-

lem that impacted success. Requirements tended to

be handed down from “on high,” often cast as an

almost biblical list of “shalls.” This led to a design

style called “functional decomposition,” where the

designers modeled their systems by almost map-

ping the requirements document—a “functional

specification”—to the actual software architecture.

This led to poorly architected systems, systems that

“broke” under the slightest change to the require-

ments specification.

Three concurrent trends gained momentum

towards the end of the century, and they mutually

reinforced each other in a very positive way:

1. Object-oriented approaches. Software archi-
tects and designers, led by Grady Booch and
others, began to realize better results by map-
ping software “abstractions” to real-world
objects, as opposed to thinking about systems
from a functional point of view. This in turn led
to Jacobson’s notion of use cases, a way of
describing what systems did by means of sim-
ple English language stories describing the

interactions of users and systems. Another
technology came out of these ideas: modeling.
Unfortunately, much of this progress was limit-
ed to the developers’ toolset and had minimal
application and usefulness on the business
side; this was particularly true in the areas of
notation and modeling.

2. Focus on architecture. Rather than designing
the system based on the details of a require-
ments document, developers sought to figure
out the correct system and software architec-
ture appropriate to the problem. By revisiting
the architectural assumptions in light of the
then current requirements at the beginning of
every iteration (see #3 below), one could design
systems that were robust and resilient in the
face of moderate requirements flux, as opposed
to the brittle architectures that characterized
earlier Waterfall projects.

3. Iterative development. Building on earlier “spi-
ral” approaches, people began constructing
large software systems in a set of iterations,
each of which was a microcosm of require-
ments analysis, design, coding, and testing. The
key departure was that complete systems were
built in each iteration, with functionality grow-
ing incrementally. By targeting the largest risks
in the early iterations, much unpredictability
could be squeezed out of the process.

The bottom line was a focus on modern soft-

ware development methodology and process and

a much more realistic view of the requirements

problem. The industry conceded that require-

ments did change as the project moved through

development, for at least two reasons: one, the

process of doing iterative development itself

allowed us to learn about the system as we built

it, thereby refining our notion of what the

requirements should have been; and, two, the

outside world was changing concurrently, impos-

ing changes that could not be ignored.

On the other hand, iterative still suffered from a

“software development-centric” view of the

world—we only got to think about requirements

changes at the beginning of each iteration of the

software development cycle. Without thought and

vigilance at those crucial moments, the risk was

“business as usual.”

Agile
Around the turn of the century we saw the pen-

dulum swing even further. Moving from the

“frozen” requirements of the Waterfall Method

to the notion that requirements could change

and needed to be reviewed at the beginning of

each iteration, the proponents of the Agile

We have software development organizations
that are effective at producing software
because they have adopted an iterative
development cycle that works
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Manifesto argued that even more flexibility was

needed. This was predictable; in fact, during the

Iterative period we saw a little bit of slop creep into

the requirements process as a result of the following

mantra: “Don’t waste too much time getting the

requirements right; they’re only going to change

anyway!” This was an unfortunate deviation,

because it tacitly gave folks an excuse to not be spe-

cific enough in many cases.

The Agile Movement embraces change, and

believes that development teams need to be very

nimble in responding to constant requirements

flux. While this is a laudable objective in terms of

delivering customer value, it does pose a chal-

lenge when building large systems. In fact, the

principal question facing the Agile Movement

today is whether the methodology scales up on

truly large projects. Iterative development

sought to respond periodically to requirements

change; agile requires that the team respond

constantly, and almost in real time. Is this an

achievable objective?

The bind we find ourselves in is figuring out how

to cope with Agile’s “acquiescence” to constant

requirements change. Does this mean we need a

domain expert resident with the development team

who can participate in daily scrums? We find our-

selves once again trying to figure out how to accom-

modate the development team. The fresh perspec-

tive I would like to take is to stop viewing the

“requirements problem” from the developers’ per-

spective and start viewing it as a more general busi-

ness problem.

Some Interesting Implications
It should be noted that over the 50-year period

described above, many hundreds of millions of dol-

lars were invested in methodologies and tools to

help the software development community get bet-

ter at its job. The impressive array of very sophisti-

cated software systems we have today is a testament

to the notion that the very complex problem of soft-

ware development very gradually succumbed to

technology. In terms of requirements tracking on

the development side, a tiny fraction of the total

investment yielded significant results. 

On the other hand, what about our brethren

in requirements gathering, definition, and vali-

dation? Many of the tools developed on the soft-

ware development side of the house—modeling

tools in particular—turned out to be of very lim-

ited usefulness to that community. In general,

requirements people (a.k.a. business analysts)

still suffer today with general-purpose word pro-

cessing and drawing tools to get their jobs done.

Much as software developers were undercapital-

ized 25 years ago, business analysts today are

handicapped by a lack of structure and tools that

would help them be more productive and effec-

tive in their jobs.

Requirements Development
By the year 2000, several thought leaders—Karl

Wiegers in particular—came to understand that

requirements development was a process in and of

itself. The following steps were identified and gen-

erally agreed upon:

1. Elicitation: This part of the process requires that
the business analyst draw the requirements out
of the domain expert in an attempt to describe
what the system will do.

2. Analysis: In this phase, the analyst drafts a doc-
ument that includes use cases as the specifica-
tion for the system.

3. Validation: The analyst and domain expert
review the document to make sure that there
have been no misunderstandings.

4. Specification: Following validation, the require-
ments are put into a baseline. This baseline
may be changed by further updates as the proj-
ect progresses.

The idea here is that this process is going on all

the time. It is a “cycle” of its own, much like the iter-

ative development cycle. 

In fact, it is critical to think of it independently of

software development. The organization or busi-

ness needs to constantly understand what the busi-

ness requirements are, and how they are changing.

To stay current, requirements development goes on

all the time. It is not an “event” that occurs only at

the beginning of a new initiative. 

Once the business understands the true nature

of requirements development, we can achieve an

improved level of maturity in terms of implement-

ing those business requirements in software sys-

tems. But the key, in this fresh perspective, is to

separate business requirements development

from what software developers have classically

demanded.

The Two-Cycle Model
We have software development organizations that

are effective at producing software because they

have adopted an iterative development cycle that

works. Let’s begin by leaving that alone. If it works,

don’t fix it.
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Now let’s add to that a separate requirements

development cycle (see Figure 1), which lives over

on the business side of the house. That cycle follows

Wieger’s directives, and the work product of that is

a requirements baseline that is periodically updat-

ed based on business needs.

Both cycles are iterating, and the iterations are

going on concurrently. Of course, the requirements

development cycle may be proceeding at a different

rhythm than the iterative development cycle. For

example, the software development iterations may

take two months each to complete, whereas a com-

plete iteration of requirements development may

occur monthly. And they may not have concurrent

“stopping points.”

Synchronization and Other
Problems
It is now clear how to reconcile the Agile

Movement’s desire to respond to requirements

change with the proven value of Iterative

Development. Allow the two concurrent cycles to

proceed each at their own pace. Use the require-

ments repository as a common point of inter-

change; as requirements are rebaselined as a result

of the requirements development process, they

become the new baseline for the requirements

analysis part of the next iteration of the software

development cycle. Think of it as “picking up” the

latest and greatest set of revisions. 

The implication here is that a requirements

development system feeds a classical software

development requirements management tool that

is part of the iterative software development

methodology already in place.

By far the weakest link in the chain occurs on

the requirements development side of the fence,

before the requirements are entered into the

software development requirements manage-

ment tool. All too often, requirements are not

properly validated before being accepted into

the baseline; that is, step #3 above is either

skipped or glossed over. This leads to erroneous

requirements, which are then tracked, traced,

and perfectly executed. The result is a system

that “does what was required.” Unfortunately,

when the domain expert receives the system, it

doesn’t do what he thought he asked for. Therein

lies a big problem, as that part of the system will

now have to be reworked, often at huge cost and

with problematic delay to the ultimate delivery

of the entire system.

Summary
The way we look at requirements for software

systems has been conditioned over the past 50

years by the way we have done software develop-

ment. In some sense, the tail has been wagging

the dog, and the need to adapt to changing

requirements has been grudgingly acknowledged

as advances in software development have “per-

mitted” more flexibility. 

A more modern perspective is to start from

basic principles and understand how to do the

best possible job of defining and validating

requirements. This is fundamentally a business

problem, not a software development problem.

With modern software development methodolo-

gies, it is now possible to integrate better

requirements development techniques with

existing software development approaches and

tools. We should begin to do so. ❑

Figure 1: The Two-Cycle Model.
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To take the next Requirements Development Survey on current requirements practices:

CLICK HERE

TOP TEN REQUIREMENTS PAIN POINTS
As reported by readers of Requirements Development Journal

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Users expect functionality they did not initially ask for 93%

Requirements are incomplete 89%      

Requirements are unclear or ambiguous 85%            

Developers make assumptions when they encounter           
ambiguities or gaps 85%           

Users demand functionality that they never use 78%                      

Models are not consistently used or are not used well 74%                             

The project's vision and scope are not clearly defined 74%                             

Internal customers are unhappy with us due to project delays                                      
and missing the mark on delivering what they want 67%                                      

Models are not consistent                                                   
with written requirements 59%                                                   

Requirements are contradictory                                                             
or conflicting 52%                                                             
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HUD Automates Requirements
Creation and Validation

CAPTURING AND VALIDATING the

requirements that will guide software deliv-

ery—and making sure that everyone agrees

on them—is a complex, error-prone, and

labor-intensive process. As a consulting

company that helps organizations integrate

IT strategies with corporate goals,

Information Engineering Services (IES)

understands that sound IT planning,

design, and development is central to

ensuring that investments match business

requirements. In the process of consulting

with the Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD) on a major software

conversion and legacy migration project,

IES turned to Ravenflow for help. Using

Ravenflow’s flagship solution RAVEN

(Requirements Authoring and Validation

Environment), IES has been able to spot

and correct errors before development

begins and drastically cut the time needed

to establish precise requirements. 

The Challenge: Capturing the
Right Requirements, Fast
The first phase of the job that IES is driving

for HUD involves the analysis and redesign

of a portal that enables lenders and other

external partners to interface with HUD’s

legacy systems.  This is a large, constantly

evolving project that involves multiple

stakeholders, and the challenge for IES is to

quickly and accurately capture and validate

a vast number of user requirements.  

Typically, this has been a slow, manual,

and exasperating process involving a number

of labor-intensive steps. IES first interviews

the client to understand their needs, and then

translates and enters notes from these initial

meetings into a written text document that

outlines the project requirements. Next, IES

must go back to the users to have them vali-

date the document, which in most cases

means further revisions and changes. The

entire process may be repeated several times

until everyone agrees on the final result,

sometimes stretching on for weeks or even

months before developers can even get their

hands on the project specifications.  

Getting it right is critical. Errors present a

costly risk, especially if problems aren’t

caught before design and testing.

“Development of a system depends on pre-

cise, accurate requirements,” says Mark

Henderson, the IES Business Systems

Analyst tasked with capturing the user

requirements and designing the new system

for HUD. “If requirements aren’t captured

correctly from the start, the end result sim-

ply won’t be valuable to the customer.”  

To cut time-to-market for its client and

at the same time improve precision and

quality, IES wanted to move away from a

manual, paper-based requirements cre-

ation and validation process to an auto-

mated approach. In doing so, they hoped

to eliminate the time-consuming “back

and forth” between project stakeholders

as requirements are captured and refined,

and identify and fix errors before moving

into development. 

Getting It Right 
The First Time
Although still in the early stages of this proj-

ect, IES has already been able to cut the time

it has taken them to capture and validate

many of the HUD project requirements from

weeks to days.  

By entering notes from user interviews

directly into RAVEN, IES can dynamically

capture requirements during a live input

session, eliminating the time-consuming

step of manually outlining and reentering

user specifications into a separate text docu-

ment. And because the RAVEN solution

automatically generates UML activity dia-

grams from plain English text, the require-

ments are immediately represented in a

visual model that makes it easy to spot and

correct process errors and inconsistencies—

even complex issues that might not have

been uncovered until later. If changes need

to be made, RAVEN can also quickly inte-

grate them and refresh the model.  

“This is a huge time saver,” says

Henderson. “Instead of dragging out the

process by passing documents back and

forth for revisions, requirements can be val-

idated instantly.” 

Henderson has been particularly

impressed by RAVEN’s ability to catch errors.

“When documenting requirements, it’s easy

to get so close to the project that you don’t

pick up what’s missing,” he said. “RAVEN pro-

vides the ‘second set of eyes’ that we need to

ensure that we’re getting it right. This is criti-

cal, as it’s very difficult and expensive to go

back to the beginning and rewrite require-

ments once development has begun.” q

Cutting the time needed to establish precise requirements

“IES has already been able to cut the time it has taken them to

capture and validate many of the HUD project requirements from

weeks to days.”

—Mark Henderson, Business Systems Analyst

“This is a huge time saver. Instead of dragging out the process by

passing documents back and forth for revisions, requirements can be

validated immediately.”

—Mark Henderson, Business Systems Analyst
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